
Hi my name is Kira,
If you’ve used the first set of Orion Star Grids ( in spheres ), here is the second one ( in squares ). They are
Resonance Grids that raise our vibrations exponentially as they attune us to the frequency of each inner grid.
They come to you from the “Lords of Light “ the Elohim, and are here to aid our transmutations and to
expedite both personal and planetary transformation. Use as guided but also on the ’Hara’ ( your power
centre, below the navel and slightly to your right ).They are personally attuned to your vibration. Go to
“https://frequencyandlighthealing.com” for more information.

I. DIVINE FLOW GRID
Increasing and expanding our awareness, it connects us ultimately with our state of Pure Conscious
Awareness. At this level of Being, things flow into our lives effortlessly and where problems and challenges
occur, the solutions to them appear instantly. This grid moves us out of situations where we feel stuck. Our
awareness becomes more objective stimulating the flow of Divine Energy and Harmony into these situations.

II. DIVINE EGO SELF GRID
This grid unites the Divine and Human Ego Selves, giving us conscious awareness as a Divine Being of Light.

III. RAINBOW GRID
Opens us to Metatronic frequencies. It aids in the linking up of the sacred Pineal and Pituitary glands to form
the “ Arc of the Covenant “, which is an arc of rainbow rays over the top of the head. This culminates in the
formation of the ’ Waves of Metatron ’ ( at which point we shift from the human to the Divine ).

IV. SELF EMPOWERMENT GRID
Unlocks our potential using the keys of the Heart, which were embedded within us long ago, awaiting the time
when we would be sufficiently evolved to be able to wisely and successfully use them. That time is Now.

V. RENEWAL GRID
A Master Creator, this grid uses the Universal forces of Renewal to create beneficial changes, both within and
without. It’s positive nurturing energy impacts harmoniously upon our everyday life experiences.

VI. FOUNTAIN OF LIFE GRID
Links us with the Inner Fountain, to create a continuous flow of energy from our Inner Divine Core to all levels
of our Being, enabling us to experience Peace, Love, Joy ( all the attributes of Spirit, ultimately resulting in
Bliss Consciousness. Place on Heart and affirm Peace or Love etc for a few minutes, then on Solar Plexus.

VII. TRANSFORMATION GRID
Clears unwanted energy debris from worn out thought/ emotional forms that no longer serve our Highest
Good. It can be used to remove the causes of ill-health, as it goes straight to the root of the problem, refusing
to allow us to hold onto or store any negativity. Try placing on left wrist pulse point whilst affirming something
positive such as “All is Well”. Then place 2-3 inches further up the arm moving to your elbow edge (Heart
meridian ) and again affirm the positive, Next move to your Heart and do the same. Very powerful !

VIII. LIGHT LINES GRID
Steps up our Light Quotient and increases our personal frequency. It does this by acting as an intermediary, a
kind of spiritual transformer, that conducts high frequency light into our energy fields.

IX. WISDOM GRID
Accesses higher levels of Wisdom and the Knowledge of God, integrating this knowledge to enable us to live
in Harmony with the Divine Laws of Being.

X. COMPASSION GRID
Fosters compassion for all life forms giving us softness and quiescence. It increases the’ pink flame ‘of the
three fold flame of the ’ Divine Heart ‘, the flame of Unconditional Love.

XI. LIGHT ABSORPTION GRID
Opens a channel for all Light frequencies to be received by us, Light Languages which form our Being, Light
Wisdom which forms our Consciousness and Light Technology that creates our templates and holographic
image.
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XII. EXPANDED DIVINE HEART GRID
This grid brings about a fuller opening of the Heart and Higher Heart chakras. It puts us into the space where
only unconditional love can be experienced, linking us with the Heart of All Life.

XIII. FLUENCY GRID
The programming of this grid provides for the understanding of, and proficiency in, the subtle nuances of
Light/Multidimensional languages, helping us to bring through the higher consciousness of those who wish to
serve us, such as the Ascended Realms and Higher-Dimensional Collectives.

XIV. FUNCTIONALITY GRID
Helping us to switch effortlessly between different dimensions of Time and Space, this grid helps us to move
between the different levels of Consciousness of all our vehicles ( bodies ), enabling a consciousness switch at
Will.

XV. DENIAL GRID
It cancels out errors in our thought/ emotional life, which are not in accord with the laws of Divine and
Universal Harmony, leaving our energy field in a positive state . This grid separates us from the energies
(frequencies) that drag us down and would otherwise hold us in a state of separation from our’ Divine Self ‘.

XVI. COMPLIANCE GRID
The purpose of this grid is to merge both ascending and descending energies within all life forms. It is used as
a ‘shift key’ to move us into a different dimensional level, grounding us in and at each respective level.

XVII. POLARITY GRID
Helping us to keep pace with ’Gaia’s’ magnetic changes, this grid also eases the impact upon us of the
continual bombardment of magnetic particles from the “ Galactic Centre “, which are being sent to transform
us. It helps us to create ( in similar fashion to the Elohim ), using magnetic energy.

XVIII. ALTRUISM GRID
This grid seeks out star souls and celestial souls, drawing them to us as it links us together. It’s aim is the
deification of ’Gaia’ through the unification of these souls.

XIX. COORDINATION GRID
It organizes and coordinates higher dimensional energy circuitry ( 5

th
 & above ) ensuring that the right amount

of Divine Energy goes to exactly the right place in our energy fields, where it is most needed, and at exactly
the right time.

XX. INTERPRETATION GRID
Enables the accurate interpretation of multi-dimensional languages which, as with the Fluency Grid, we
receive through telepathic communication.

XXI. PERFORMANCE GRID
This grid enhances and optimizes brain functioning and performance on all levels. It can be used to download
completely new skill sets from the crystalline database ( the Power Station ), which stores all blueprints,
templates and information, allowing Humanity access to the skills and wisdom of Upper-Dimensional life forms,
thereby increasing our potential exponentially. It increases our ability to heal as it is excellent for removing
deep-seated energy blocks.
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